I. Introduction

A. Bultheel et al. / A moment problem
Recently certain rational functions orthogonal on the unit circle, arising in a natural way from the Pick-Nevanlinna interpolation problem, have been studied. The corresponding moment problem generalizes the classical trigonometric moment problem. In the present paper we consider the case where the moments are given in a finite number of different points.
Let the subsets D, E, OD of the (finite) complex plane C be given by and ~v,t, (J)~=Jn=0 be given sequences of complex numbers with/z~d ) = U~o j~ = ~o = Vo Oforj=l .... ,p.
MOMENT Find a increase, such that This moment problem will be referred to as the "Rational Szeg6 Moment Problem", in short RSMP.
Let d be the linear space of rational functions with no poles in the extended complex plane C* outside the set {al,..., a~,} and let ~ be the linear space of rational functions with no poles in the extended complex plane C* outside {bl,..., bp}. Then the moments P~0,/z(~ ), v~ j) give rise to a linear functional q~ on ~:= d+ B, defined by q~(1) = ~o, q~ (z -aj)" and = v~ j), j=l,...,p;n=l,2, ....
Next we define a functional ( -, 9 ) on ~• ~ by
Here Y(z -1) = Y(1/2). It is easily shown, see [4] , that (., 9 ) is Hermitian, i.e.
( X, Y) = ~ for all X, Y E ~q~, if and only if n k=0
In the present paper we say that the functional (.,.)
is quasi-definite on and the equality sign occurs only if X vanishes at all the points where ~0 increases, which is impossible since X has only a finite number of zeros. Conversely, if (., 9 ), given by (1.2), while q~ generates the moments as in (1.1), is a Hermitian functional on ~• ~ which is positive-definite on ~e'• d, then the existence of a solution to the RSMP is shown, using Helly's theorems, orthogonal rational Szeg6 functions and a Gaussian quadrature formula.
Let Notice that sl + 9 9 9 +s v = n. For fixed but arbitrary n the space ~r is defined to consist of all functions of the form ( 
Rational Szeg6 functions
As we have assumed that the functional (., 9 ) is Hermitian on ~.~• ~ and quasi-definite on d• ~r we can apply the Gram-Schmidt process with respect to ( -, 9 ) on the sequence 
where fl~") 4= 0. In this paper we always assume that the p, are monic, i.e. we assume that /3(,")= 
N.(z; a)
For each n let
and similarly
From [3] we quote
The rational Szeg6 functions p. satisfy the recurrence relations 
Z --a r z --a r
If the p. are regular, which is equivalent to/3. r 0 for all n, we also have, see [3, 
for all X, Y 9 ~, which is positive-definite on dx d.
Remark 2.1
Using (2.1) and (2.2) it is easily shown that the functional (., 9 ) of theorem 2.2 is also positive-definite on ~q~x o4~.
In the following we will use relations like
= bi (S(z), z-a i
valid for all X, Y 9 ~, without explicit reference.
Para-orthogonal rational functions
Recall that ( 9 9 ) is Hermitian on ~x ~ and quasi-definite on ~x sO'. Let 
Xn(Z)-Nn(Z ; a) jflH(Z--OlJ)
Jf'H(z ~j)(Z where / + 2M + x + 2t = u -/. Assume / + M + t >i I and put
zl+M+t-l(z _br ) s T(z) = g._l(z; a) j=ll-I (z-aj).
Since 
l+M+t-l+l+s--l+M+s+t=n-l-M-t~<n-lwe
cn(z-a,)(z-az) ... (z-ao) W~(z;w,)=
, n=0, 1, 2, ....
Nn(z; a)
For i = 1,...,n and n = 1, 2, ... let
Pn,i(z) =
Then
Pn,i(z) = (Z--Oil) "'" (Z--Oli_l)(Z--Oli+l) ''" (Z--Oln) ( OLi --Oll) " " " ( OLi --OLi_ l)( OLi --Oli+ l) " " " ( Oli --Oln) "
W.(z; w.)
belonging to "~n-1, may be written as
a2n-2 F(z) =
Nn_l(Z ; a)N._,(z; b)' F(z)=R(z)-Y'~R(a,)An,i(z )
and obviously
Pn,i(~ = ~i,j, i, j = 1,..., n; n = 1, 2 ..... 
Next we put
Pn,i ( z ) An,i(z)=Nn_l(Oti
Q2/1_2(z)=~2/1_2(z) -ER(ai)N/1_l(ai; a)N/1_l(z; b)P.,i(z).
i=l Clearly Q2.-2 is a polynomial with degQ2/1_2..<2n-2. As Q2._2(a)=0, j = 1,..., n, there is a polynomial 7r~_2 of degree at most n -2 such that Remark 4.1 It follows also from theorem 4.1 that a functional (., 9 ) which is Hermitian on ~2x ~q~ and positive-definite on ~e'x z~e', is also positive-definite on ~x ~.
The moment problem
In the remaining part of the paper we assume that the functional (., 9 ) is Hermitian on ~x ~ and positive-definite on ~r d. Again let o~ i .... , a n be the zeros of the function Wn(z; w n) with I w n I = 1. Let % = e~~ 0 ~ [-~-, v), j = 1,..., n. Let these zeros be ordered such that --,w~O1 <02<...
< On <,W.
Let An, i, i = 1,..., n, be given by (4. Finally we show that the RSMP has (essentially) a unique solution. Two solutions are considered to be equal if their difference is a constant at all points where they are continuous. Let 0 be a solution to the RSMP. Let F = {ei~ --n-~< 0 < rr} and let g: F ~ ~ be defined by g(e i~ = ~b(0). Since g is of bounded variation, the function (l +aj)~lx~ +nJr(i-a-i)g~f
where G (") denotes the nth derivative of G. Hence
In the same way we get
(1 +bi) "/z~ (n-1)! Now let 4) be another solution to the RSMP. Let f(e i~ = ~b(0), -~-~< 0 < rr and set 1 /. f(~r) dsr
Then F is analytic in D and in E and also 
Remark 5.1
It is well known that the trigonometric moment problem always has a unique solution if the given sequence of moments is positive (see [1] ).
